Abstract. New fixed point results are presented for weakly condensing maps. The analysis relies on a continuation theorem [3), recently presented for such operators.
Introduction
In [3] , motivated by work of De Blasi and Emmanuele, we obtained a topological transversality theorem for weakly condensing operators. Various fixed point results were also established. We continue these studies here and obtain new fixed point results for weakly condensing operators in shells of Banach spaces. By a shell S of a Banach space E we mean a set of the form S = W \ V, where V and W are non-empty subsets of E with V c W. Our results were motivated, in part, by well known results for compact operators in cones of Banach spaces (see [6] and its references). We will also show that the ideas used for weakly condensing operators extend to many other classes of maps defined on locally convex Hausdorif linear topological spaces.
For the remainder of this section we gather together some definitions and known facts. Let QE be the system of bounded subsets of a Banach space E and let KW be the family of all weakly compact subsets of E. Also, let B be the closed unit ball of E. The De Blasi measure of weak non-compactness (see [3] ) is the map w : QE -[0,001 defined by w(X)=inf{t>0: there exists Y E K w with XcY+tB} (XecE).
Suppose F: Z ç E -E maps bounded sets into bounded sets and is weakly continuous. For such an F we say the following:
(II) F is a w-condensing map if F is w-Lipschitzian with k = 1 and w(F(X)) < w(X) for all bounded sets X with w(X) 0 0. Remark. F being w-Lipschitzian with k = 1 can be removed from the definition of w-condensing and the results of this paper are again true.
Finally, we state the Eberlein-mulian theorem (this will be used in Section 2). (ii) K is weakly sequentially compact.
Fixed point theory
Let E be a Banach space and let Q, C be closed bounded convex subsets of E with Q c C. Also, let U be a weakly open subset of Q . For notational purposes let U'' denote the weak closure of U in Q and ÔQ U the weak boundary of U in Q . Following [3] we let Pau(U w , C) denote the set of all w-condensing mappings (in our terminology this automatically means weakly continuous as well)
which agrees with F on t9Q U has a fixed point. Otherwise F is inessential in P8u(U,C), i.e. there exists a fixed point free G Pau(U,C) with
if there is a w-condensing [3] mapping N :
The following two results are found in [3] .
Theorem 2.1. Let E, Q, C and U be as above. Suppose F and G are two maps in

P&qu(U'°,C) such that F C in Pa Q u(U w ,C). Then F is essential in P3u(UtL,C) if and only if C is essential in P9u(U, C).
Theorem 2.2. Let E, Q, C and Ube as above, with u 0 C U. Then the constant map F: U"' -* no is essential in P80u(U",C).
The next result is immediate from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. x $ h(x) for x C aQ U where h 1 ( . ) = h(.,t). 
It is easy to check that h satisfies (2.1) with uo = 0. Theorem 2.3 implies that Fn has a fixed point x, E U's , i.e. x = (1 -) F(xn). Now since F() is bounded we have
as n -4 00.
So in particular
Zn -F(x) 0
where -denotes weak convergence. The Eberlein-Smuliari theorem guarantees a subsequence S of integers and an element u E U" with Zn -u as n -00 in S. Now since F: U"' -C is weakly continuous we have F(xn) -F(u) as n -00 in S and so
Zn_F(Zn)UF(U)
asn -*ooinS.
This together with (2.2) yields u = F(u)I
Remark. 
Then F has at least one fixed point in U2 \Uw-Proof. Suppose F has no fixed points in U2 \ U1 "'. Now (2.4) implies that there is a w-condensing map 9: U -4 C with 0 = F on ÔQ U1 and x 0 9(x) for x E U'. Define the mapping : Ui" -* C by
IF(x) for x€U"\U"
9(x). for x.EU.. Now is a w-condensing map and has no fixed point on U." (since 9 has no fi*ed points on t7 and F has no fixed points on U \ Ui"). This contradicts (2.5) 1 Proof. Now x F(x) for x E ÔQ U2 UOQ U1 (see (2.12) with A = 1 and (2.13) with 8 = 0). Choose M > 0 such that II F( x )II <M for all x E Uw and choose 60 > 0 such that
(2.14) Now let N(., t) = t F( . ) and H(., t) = F( . ) + (1 -t)80v. Clearly, (2.12) and (2.13) imply that (2.6) and (2.7) in Theorem 2.6 are satisfied. Also, (2.8) is trivially true and (2.14) implies that (2.9) is satisfied (note H(x, 0) = F(x)+80v). The result now follows from Theorem 2.61
• Remark. The results in this section could be extended to multivalued maps by combining the ideas in this paper with those in [3, 51 . Let E be a Banach space and F: Z C E -* 2E where 2E denotes the family of all non-empty subsets of E. Suppose F: Z-2 maps bounded sets into bounded sets and is weakly upper semicontinuous [5] ( i.e, the set F(A) is weakly closed for any weakly closed set A). For such situation we say the following:
(1) F is a w-Lipschiizian map with constant k > 0 if w(F(X)) kw(X) for all bounded sets X c Z.
(ii) F is a w-condensing map if F is w-Lipschitzian with k = 1 and w(F(X)) < w(X) for all bounded sets X with w(X) 54 0.
Let Q be a weakly complete convex subset of E and U a weakly open subset of Q. Now let WPa u (U ul , E) denote the set of all w-condensing mappings (in our terminology this automatically means weakly upper semicontinuous as well) F: U' -, CK (E) Finally, we would like to show that the ideas in this paper extend to many other classes of maps. For the remainder of this section assume E is a Fréchet space (a complete metrizable locally convex linear topological space). Let P be a defining system of seminorms on E, C a closed convex subset of E, and U an open subset of C. Further, Kau (U, C) denotes the family of all upper semicontinuous, P-concentrative [4, 51 maps F: U -A(C) with F(U) a subset of a bounded set in C and such that F is fixed point free on 3U were U and ÔU denote the closure and boundary of U in C, respectively, and A(C) denotes the family of all non-empty compact, R6 (or, more generally, acyclic [21) subsets of C. There are obvious analogue definitions for essential in Käu(U, C) and in Kau (U, C). Essentially the same reasoning as in [5] establishes the following result (see also [2] ).
Theorem 2.8. Let E, C and U be as above. Suppose F and G are two maps in
K8u(U,C) such that F C in K8(U,C). Then F is essential in Kau(U,C) if and only if C is essential in Kau (U, C).
The analogue of Theorem 2.2 is immediate also from the ideas in [5] and a result of Fitzpatrick and Petryshyn [1: Theorem 11. Essentially the same reasoning as before establishes analogues of Theorems 2.5 -2.7. For completeness we state the analogue of Theorem 2.7 in this setting. 
F: tJ -A(C) is a upper semicontinuoiis P-concentrative map with F(E1) a subset of a bounded set in
